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For Immediate Release 
 
Scholastic Parent & Child® Magazine honors the Learning Journey International with a Gold 
Star Toy award  
 
(Phoenix, AZ – October 2016) The Learning Journey International is pleased to announce the latest 
award received for 2016.  This noteworthy award has been earned through the Scholastic Parent & 
Child® Magazine, whose mission it is “to encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, 
beginning with literacy.”  We are very honored to have received this prestigious award from a highly 
respected, and reputable organization. 
 
Scholastic was founded in 1920 as a single classroom magazine. Today, Scholastic books and 
educational materials are in tens of thousands of schools and tens of millions of homes worldwide, 
helping to Open a World of Possible for children across the globe. 
 
The Scholastic Parent & Child® Magazine selected the Learning Journey’s Dancing Dinos as their 
recipient of the Gold Star Toy Award: 
 

      
 
ABC Dancing Dino and Colors & Shapes Dancing Dino 
 
Kids are riveted by these delightfully interactive educational toys. Remote Control ABC and Colors & 
Shapes Dancing Dinos respond to the touch of various buttons on the accompanying handheld remote: 
walking and talking, dancing, singing, and playing music. He even asks questions and confirms whether 
kids have selected the correct answer. His wiggly, waggly tail and enthusiastic dance moves 
(accompanied by humorous phrases like 'I'm a prehistoric dancing machine!' and ‘I’m a dino dancing 
machine!’), ignite particularly gleeful responses from young ones. Fun songs and sound effects keep 
children happily engaged, laughing, dancing, and singing along to familiar tunes. Between Action Mode 
and Let's Learn Mode (both of which are triggered by remote control) ABC and Colors & Shapes 
Dancing Dinos cover a lot of play territory.   
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